ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
ACCELERATING EVERYTHING
YOUR CUSTOMERS DO
8th Gen Intel® Core™ i9+/i7+/i5+ platforms featuring
Intel® Optane™ memory and Intel® Optane™ SSD.

INTEL® OPTANE™ TECHNOLOGY
Provides an unparalleled combination of high throughput,
low latency, high quality of service, and high endurance.
As a reseller you can incorporate this technology by using
two different types of products:

1 INTEL® OPTANE™ MEMORY
A smart, adaptable system accelerator for PCs with a 7th Gen Intel® Core™
processor or newer, that provides uncompromising system responsiveness
for large capacity storage drives, making everything your customers do fast,
smooth and easy.

FOR ALL GAMER - CUSTOMERS
The chance to install games on a large capacity HDD and play
them at SSD-like speed so they can play a new game without
clearing up the fast storage space. This enhanced platform gives
them the processing power needed for high settings and smooth
gameplay, at the same time it automatically accelerates the most
frequently played games with fast game launch and level loading.

FOR ALL CREATOR - CUSTOMERS
Launch professional-grade content creation applications at
SSD-like speed and still have plenty of storage capacity so they
can create, edit, share, store and access large digital library super
fast, video rendering, high-resolution image manipulation and
smooth video playback, all fast, smooth, and easy.

FOR ALL PROSUMER - CUSTOMERS
A more efficient work experience, so they can spend less time in
front of their screen. Also compared with a PC with an HDD alone,
they will be able to boot their computer, launch applications, and
do virtually everything else fast, smooth and easy.

Designed for the most storage demanding workloads,
providing industry-leading endurance.

FOR ALL GAMER - CUSTOMERS
Provide the power they need for smooth gameplay at high
settings and quicker game launch and level loading.

FOR ALL CREATOR - CUSTOMERS
Let them create, edit and access their digital library at lightning speed
launch their professional-grade content creation applications rapidly
and, enjoy smooth and fast video rendering and high-resolution
image manipulations.

FOR ALL PROSUMER - CUSTOMERS
Give your customers the performance to do everything fast,
smooth and easy. Allow them to go from standby to work almost
instantly or switch promptly between their favorite applications,
and to quickly move from one browser tab to the next.

RECOMMEND AND SELL YOUR CUSTOMERS
THE NEXT LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE WITH
8th Gen Intel® Core™ i9+/i7+/i5+ platforms
featuring Intel® Optane™ Technology.
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